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Abstract—Self-organising systems are notoriously difficult
to engineer, particularly due to the interactions between
complex specifications and the simultaneous need for efficiency and for resilience to faults and changes in execution
conditions. We address this problem with an engineering
methodology that separates these three aspects, allowing each
to be engineered independently. Beginning with field calculus,
we identify the largest known sub-language of self-stabilising
programs, guaranteed to eventually attain correct behavior
despite any perturbation in state or topology. Construction of
complex systems is then facilitated by identifying “building
block” operators expressed in this language, into which
many complex specifications can be readily factored, thereby
attaining resilience but possibly with improvable efficiency.
Efficient implementation may then be achieved by substituting
high-performance coordination mechanisms that are asymptotically equivalent to particular applications of building block
operators. We illustrate this workflow by construction and
simulation of example applications for evacuation alerts and
for live estimation of crowd feedback at mass events.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Self-organisation mechanisms support adaptivity and resilience in complex natural systems at all levels, from
molecules and cells to animals, species, and entire ecosystems. A long-standing aim in computer science is to
find effective engineering methods for exploiting such
mechanisms to bring similar adaptivity and resilience to
a wide variety of complex, large-scale applications—in
smart mobility, crowd engineering, swarm robotics, etc.
Practical adoption, however, poses serious challenges, as
self-organisation mechanisms often trade efficiency for
resilience and are often difficult to predictably compose
to meet more complex specifications. Despite much prior
work, e.g., in macroprogramming, spatial computing, pattern languages, etc. [1], to date no such approach has provided a comprehensive workflow for efficient engineering
of complex self-organising systems.
Recent advances, however, have provided two key ingredients toward such an engineering workflow. First,
computational field calculus [2], [3] provides a universal
language for specifying self-organising distributed systems
and, critically, a functional programming model for encapsulation and safely-scoped composition of self-organising
systems. Second, “self-stabilising languages” have been
identified [4], [5], where every program is a self-organising
system with strong resilience and adaptivity guarantees.
This paper synthesises these two advances, plus a novel
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Fig. 1. Proposed workflow for self-organising systems engineering: an
initial complex specification is implemented by decomposition into selfstabilising “building blocks,” then optimised by substitution of equivalent
high-performance coordination mechanisms.

approach to optimisation of self-organising systems via
substitution of equivalent coordination mechanisms, into
a formal workflow for efficient engineering of complex
self-organising systems (Figure 1). In particular, this paper
explores this workflow in the context of spatially-embedded
systems, though it is not limited to such systems and should
apply well to most systems where device interactions form
a sparse network. Section II introduces this workflow and
positions it in the context of prior approaches. Following
a review of field calculus in Section III, Section IV then
formalises self-stabilisation for field programs and identifies the largest-to-date sub-language of such programs.
Section V shows an example of how programming in this
language can be simplified by means of “building block”
operators for distributed action, collection, and temporal
summary. Section VI then defines the class of substitutable
functions and illustrates its use by identifying specialised
alternatives for each identified building block operator.
Finally, Section VII demonstrates our proposed workflow
in action on two application scenarios, and Section VIII
summarises and discusses future directions.
II. E NGINEERING W ORKFLOW
Our proposed workflow (Figure 1) is based on a set
of critical mathematical insights illustrated in Figure 2.
The (higher-order) field-calculus [3] is a tiny universal
language, in which any distributed computation can be
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mal resilient implementation” guaranteed to be selfstabilising but possibly far from optimal.
3) Each building block is then considered for replacement with a mechanism from the substitution library
expected to provide better performance, confirming
the improvement by analysis or simulation, then
iterating, until no further improvement can be made.
A. Relationship to Prior Work

Fig. 2. Every coordination mechanism can be expressed in field calculus,
but many may be difficult or impossible to express within its guaranteed
self-stabilising subset. If one coordination mechanism is asymptotically
equivalent to another mechanism in the self-stabilising subset, however,
then it is guaranteed to be safely composable as well.

expressed, encapsulated, and safely composed (though it
is best suited for use with sparse networks, i.e., those in
which individual devices generally do not communicate
with very large numbers of other devices). Because field
calculus is universal, it can express both resilient and nonresilient computations. It can, however, be restricted to a
sub-language in which all programs are guaranteed resilient
in the form of self-stabilisation (discussed in detail in
Section IV).
The succinctness that makies safety and self-stabilisation
proofs tractable also makes such languages too low-level to
be practical APIs for engineering complex self-organising
systems. This can be mitigated by highly reusable “building block” operators capturing common coordination patterns [5], thus raising the abstraction level and allowing
programmers to work with general-purpose functionalities
or of user-friendly APIs capturing common use patterns.
These building blocks, despite their desirable resilience
properties, may not be particularly efficient or have desirable dynamical properties. We thus incorporate a new
insight, discussed in detail in Section VI: due to the
functional composition model and modular proof used in
establishing the self-stabilising calculus, any coordination
mechanism that is guaranteed to self-stabilise to the same
result as a building block can be substituted for that
building block without affecting the self-stabilisation of the
overall program, including its final output. This enables a
“substitution library” of high-performance alternatives that
are more efficient or have more desirable dynamics (typically specialised for particular applications of the building
blocks, which are extremely generic).
Together, these insights enable a three-stage engineering
workflow (Figure 1), which progressively treats complex
specification, resilience, and efficiency.
1) The starting point for the workflow is a specification
of the desired aggregate behavior to be implemented
by the self-organising system.
2) The specification is then decomposed into coordination patterns (e.g., information spreading, information collection, state tracking) that can be mapped
onto building block operators. The result is a “mini-

Many prior efforts have aimed at addressing the same
problem of programming large-scale systems, and especially the challenge of mapping “macro-level” specifications for spatially situated computations into implementation in terms of individual devices and their local interactions. An in-depth survey of such work in [1] found four
main classes of approach: Device abstraction approaches
provide means to make interactions implicit, allowing an
engineer to focus more directly on the macro/local problem
but not providing any methodology for addressing that
problem (e.g., NetLogo [6], Hood [7], TOTA [8], Gro [9],
MPI [10], SAPERE [11]); Pattern language approaches
allow definition and composition of module-like functionality in terms of geometric or topological constructions
(e.g., Growing Point Language [12], Origami Shape Language [13]), while Information movement approaches focus
on gathering information from certain regions of spacetime, processing it, and delivering it to other regions (e.g.,
TinyDB [14] and Regiment [15]). Both pattern and information movement languages provide good workflows for selforganising systems engineering, but only within extremely
restricted domains and without any means of extension to
systems outside those domains. The work described in this
paper build on the final class, general-purpose aggregate
languages, which provide general mechanisms for programming aggregates, but have typically lacked sufficiently
broad supporting libraries to enable efficient engineering of
complex systems (e.g., field calculus [2], [3], Proto [16],
Protelis [17], MGS [18]). Several recent works, however,
have begun to take a more systematic approach [19], [4],
[5], capturing common patterns from information movement and pattern languages in more generalisable models,
now extended and synthesized in the workflow we present.
III. C OMPUTATIONAL F IELD C ALCULUS
In this section we briefly and semi-formally review
(higher order) field calculus—for complete details refer
to [3]. The basic idea derives from an “aggregate” view
of the network as a collective, in which the basic unit of
data is a dynamically changing field of values held across
many devices in the network. More precisely, a field value φ
is a function φ : D → L that maps each device δ in domain
D to a local value ` in range L. Similarly, a field evolution
is a dynamically changing field value, i.e., a function
mapping each point in time to a field value (evolution
is used here in the physics sense of “time evolution”). A
field computation takes field evolutions as input (e.g., from
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sensors) and produces a field evolution as output, from
which field values are snapshots. For example, given an
input of a Boolean field mapping certain devices of interest
to true, an output field of estimated distance to the nearest
such device can be constructed by iterative aggregation and
spreading of information, such that as the input changes the
output changes to match. Note that while this model maps
most intuitively onto spatially-embedded systems, since it
is universal it can be used for any distributed computation
(though it tends to be best suited for sparse networks, of
which spatially-embedded systems are an example). The
(higher-order) field calculus [3] succinctly captures the
essence of field computations, much as λ-calculus [20]
does functional computation. This simplicity then enables
formal analysis of its properties and of the properties of
self-organisation mechanisms expressed in field calculus.
A. Syntax of Field Calculus
Figure 3 presents field calculus syntax. Following [21],
overbar notation denotes metavariables over sequences,
e.g., e is shorthand for the sequence of expressions
e1 , e2 , . . . en (n ≥ 0). A local value ` represents
the value of a field at a given device. It can be a
data value ch`1 , · · · , `m i (written c when m = 0),
such as Booleans true and false, numbers, strings,
or structured values like Pairh3, Pairhfalse, 5ii or
Consh2, Consh4, Nullii, It can also be a function value
λ: a built-in operator o, user-defined function f, or anonymous function (fun (x) e) (in which we assume no
free variables exist). Alternately, a device δ can hold a
neighbouring field value φ, assigning a local value ` to each
neighbour of δ: this is not reported in the syntax since it
cannot be expressed in programs, only appearing dynamically during computations (see operator nbr below).
Expressions are the main entities of the calculus, modelling a whole field. An expression can be a local value
`, representing a constant field holding the value ` everywhere, a variable x used as function parameter or state
variable (the set of free variables in an expression e is
denoted by FV(e)), or a composed expression built using
the following constructs:
• Built-in operator call: (e e1 · · · en ), where e evaluates to a (“point-wise”) built-in operator o, involving
neither state nor communication, e.g. mathematical

functions like addition, comparison, and sine, or an
environment-dependent function such as reading a
temperature sensor or the 0-ary nbr-range operator
returning a neighboring field mapping each neighbor
to an estimate of its current distance from δ. Expression (o e1 · · · en ) produces a field mapping each
device identifier δ to the result of applying o to the
values at δ of its n ≥ 0 arguments e1 , . . . , en .
• User-defined function call: (e e1 · · · en ), where e
evaluates to a user-defined function f, with corresponding declaration (def f(x1 . . . xn ) e). Evaluating (f e1 · · · en ) provides a standard (possibly
recursive) call-by-value abstraction.
• Anonymous function call: (e e1 · · · en ), has the
same semantics as calling a user-defined function, except e evaluates to an anonymous function
(fun (x1 · · · xn ) e).
• Time evolution: (rep x w e) is a “repeat” construct for dynamically changing fields, assuming each
device evaluates its main expression repeatedly in
asynchronous rounds. State variable x initialises to
the value of w, then updates at each step by computing e against the prior value of x. For instance,
(rep x 0 (+ x 1)) counts how many rounds
each device has computed.
• Neighbouring field construction: (nbr e) models
device-to-device interaction, by returning a field φ
mapping each device δ to a neighbouring field value,
which in turn maps each neighbour to its most recent
available value of e (e.g., via periodic broadcast). Such
neighbouring field values can then be manipulated and
summarised with built-in operators, e.g., (min-hood
(nbr e)) maps each device to the minimum value
of e amongst its neighbours.
• Domain restriction: (if e0 e1 e2 ) is a branching construct, computing e1 in the restricted domain where e0
is true, and e2 in its complement.
An example using the various constructs is:
(def distance-avoiding-obstacle (source obstacle)
(if obstacle infinity
(rep d infinity (mux source 0
(min-hood+ (+ (nbr-range) (nbr d))))))

coloring field calculus keywords red, built-in functions
green, and user-defined functions blue. This code estimates
distance to devices where source is true, avoiding
devices where obstacle is true. In the region outside
the obstacle (by if), a distance estimate d (established by
rep) is computed using built-in selector mux to set sources
to 0 and other devices by the triangle inequality, taking the
minimum value obtained by adding the distance to each
neighbor to its estimate of d (obtained by nbr).
B. Local Semantics and Properties
This aggregate-level model of computation over fields
can be “compiled” into an equivalent system of local

operations and message passing actually implementing the
field calculus program on a distributed system [2], [3], as
sketched in the following.
A field calculus program P is a set of user-defined
function definitions and a main expression e0 . Given a
network of interconnected devices D that runs a program
P, “device δ fires” means that device δ ∈ D evaluates
e0 . The output of a device computation is a value-tree:
an ordered tree of values tracking the result of computing
each sub-expression encountered during evaluation of e0 .
Evaluation of an expression in device δ is performed against
the most recently received value-trees of its neighbours,
and the produced value-tree is conversely made available
to δ’s neighbours (e.g., via broadcast in compressed form)
for their next firing: (nbr e) uses the most recent value
of e at the same position in its neighbours’ value-trees,
(rep x w e) uses the value of x from the previous round,
and (if e0 e1 e2 ) completely erases the non-taken branch
in the value-tree (preventing interactions through construct
nbr). A complete formal description of this semantics is
presented in [3].
We shall assume a type system (a variant of the HindleyMilner type system [22]) can be built for this calculus along
the lines of [3], [4], which has two kinds of types: local
types (for local values) and field types (for field values).
This system associates to each local value a type L, and
type field(L) to a neighbouring field of elements of
type L, and correspondingly a type T to any expression. It
can hence statically intercept semantic errors in a program
(e.g., first expression of a call not evaluating to a function,
incorrect argument types for a call, first argument of if
not a Boolean), such that the following properties are
henceforth considered to hold:
• Type preservation: if well-typed expression e has type
T and e evaluates to v, then v has type T;
• Domain alignment: the domain of every field value
arising in evaluating a well-typed expression on device
δ consists of all aligned neighbours;
• Termination: any device firing is guarantee to terminate in any environmental condition1 .

see, this definition covers a broad and useful class of
self-organisation mechanisms (though some are excluded,
such as continuously changing fields like self-synchronising
pulse-coupled oscillators [25]). Self-stabilisation thus focuses on a computation’s eventual behavior, rather than
its transient behavior, which also enables optimisation by
substitution of alternate coordination mechanisms.
A. Self-stabilisation for fields
Assume a certain program P and some fixed environmental conditions K (i.e., the network topology and the inputs
of sensors). Network state can be modelled by a field value
N mapping each device δ ∈ D to the value-tree produced
by its most recent firing, and change of these values by
a transition relation N ⇒ N0 , expressing the change of
network state from N to N0 as a sequence of devices fire.
We write N ⇒k N0 (k ≥ 0) to mean a k-fair transition, i.e.,
that each device of the network fired at least k times, and
for every h (1 ≤ h ≤ k), its h-th firing is followed by at
least k − h + 1 firings of all other devices, i.e., at least k
complete rounds of firing occurred in the network.
We say that a network state N is stable if no device
firing will change it, i.e., N ⇒ N0 implies N = N0 , and
network state N self-stabilises to stable state N0 if through
a sufficiently long fair sequence of transitions it necessarily
reaches N0 and remains there, i.e., for some k ≥ 0, N ⇒k
N00 implies N00 = N0 . Note that if a network state N selfstabilises, than it does so to a state that is unequivocally
determined by the environmental conditions K (i.e., it does
not depend on N), and can hence be interpreted as the output
of computation.
Finally, we say that program P (or equivalently, its
main expression) is self-stabilising if every state of every
network running P is self-stabilising to some state under
fixed environmental conditions. Note that this definition
implies that field computations recover from any change
on environmental conditions, since they react to them by
forgetting their current state and reaching the stable state
implied by such a change. Likewise, computation can
reach a stable state only when environmental changes are
transitory or do not affect N0 .

IV. S ELF -S TABILISING C ALCULUS
In the dynamic environments typically considered by
self-organising systems, a key resilience property is selfstabilisation, the ability of a system to recover from arbitrary changes in state. In particular, of the various notions of
self-stabilisation (see survey in [23]), we use the definition
from [24] as further restricted by [4]: a self-stabilising
computation is one that, from any initial state, after some
period without changes in the computational environment,
reaches a single “correct” final configuration. As we will
1 Termination of a round is clearly not decidable, but we shall assume—
without loss of generality for the results of this paper—that a decidable
subset of the termination fragment can be identified (e.g., by ruling out
recursive user-defined functions or by applying standard static analysis
techniques).

B. Preliminary definitions
Without risk of ambiguity, we abuse notation to use T
both to name a type, as already mentioned, and also for its
sets of values. We assume each local type L is associated
with a total order relation ≤L that is locally noetherian
[4], namely, for every element ` ∈ L there are no infinite
ascending chains of elements smaller than `—this typically
holds for numeric data-types like Java’s int, double,
and BigInteger, and for any data-type expressed with a
fixed number of bits. If type L has a maximal element, it is
denoted >L . We also assume each field type field(L) is
associated with a partial order relation that is the elementwise extension of ≤L to ≤field(L) (i.e., φ ≤field(L) φ0 iff
φ, φ0 have the same domain and φ(δ) ≤L (δ)).

s

::=
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`
x (s s) (nbr s) (if s s s)
(rep x w (π MB x s))
(rep x w (π F sA (nbr (s x)) s))
(rep x w (π (π 0 (nbr (π 00 x s00 )) s0 ) s))

Self-stabilising calculus is a restricted sub-language of field calculus in which e is replaced by s above.

We say a function value is a pure function (denoted π)
if its behaviour is point-wise, i.e., if it contains no nbrexpressions, rep-expressions, or built-in operators whose
behaviour depends on environmental conditions, and all
functions it calls are also pure. With abuse of notation,
a pure function can be interpreted as a (mathematical)
function over local values, writing e.g. π(v) to denote the
result of applying arguments v1 , . . . , vn to function π. A
pure function may also be:
• Monotonic non-decreasing in its first argument (of
type T), written π M , meaning that:
0

0

M

M

0

∀v, v , v : v ≤T v implies π (v, v) ≤T π (v , v)
•

Bounded in its first argument (of type T), written π B ,
meaning that:
∃v0 : ∀v, v :

•

π B (v, v) ≤T v0

Double bounded in its first argument (of type
field(L)), written π D , meaning that ∃` : ∀v ∀φ :
min(((min-hood+ φ), `) ≤L π D (φ, v) ≤L `

•

Progressive in its first argument (of type L, equal to
the return type), written π P , meaning that
` <L π P (`, v).

∀` 6= >L : ∀` :

•

x∈
/ FV(s)
x∈
/ FV(s, s, sA )
π 0 ◦ π = π MD , π 00 ◦ π 0 = π MBP , x ∈
/ FV(s, s0 , s00 )

This notation is used also for functions taking as first
argument a local value of type L and returning a field
of type field(L), meaning that for all local values `
and for all devices δ in the domain of φ = π P (`, v) it
holds that ` <L φ(δ).
Filtering in its first argument (of type field(bool),
with second argument of type field(L)), written π F ,
meaning that ∀φb , φ, v
π F (φb , φ, v) = π F (φb |φ−1 (true) , φ|φ−1 (true) , v)
b

b

F

namely, π ignores the values of φ corresponding to
devices where b holds false.
Notationally, we allow the symbol of a pure function
to have multiple labels, e.g., π MBP is a monotonic nondecreasing, bounded and progressive pure function.
C. Definition of Self-Stabilising Calculus
A self-stabilising sub-language of field calculus can be
obtained by replacing e with ss-expressions, denoted s,
following the syntax in Figure 4. We shall assume an
ss-expression is well-typed if, in addition to the checks
performed on a standard expression e, the body of any
user-defined function or anonymous function it directly

or indirectly calls is also an ss-expression. Symbol sA
denotes an acyclic topological relation, namely, an ssexpression yielding a neighbouring field of Booleans to
be interpreted as presence/absence of a logical directed
connection with neighbours, such that these connections
form a direct acyclic graph. This sub-language contains
only self-stabilising programs:
Theorem 1 (Self-stabilising calculus) Any well-typed ssexpression s is self-stabilising.
Proof (sketch): The proof is by structural induction on
the expression being evaluated (which, by construction does
not contain free variables). It is straightforward to prove that
all expressions not using the rep-construct self-stabilise
in each device as soon as each argument self-stabilises
and an additional firing occurs. Moreover, each of three
rep patterns guarantees self-stabilisation. The case for the
first pattern holds due to monotonicity and boundedness
of the update function. The case for the second patten
follows from acyclicity: at least one device will have no true
values in sA , hence it stabilises in one step; then, a device
is always found that has true values in sA only relative
to devices already self-stabilised, hence it eventually selfstabilises as well. The case for the third pattern adapts the
technique used in the proof of Theorem 3 of [4], which
proves self-stabilisation for a tiny calculus providing a
spreading construct is a restricted form of this pattern.
The set of ss-expressions can be extended to include
many more self-stabilising expressions by allowing any
function λ (or π) be substituted by its body. Let E be an
expression with one hole in it, and E[e] be the expression
obtained from E by placing e in place of its hole. Let
'T be the smallest congruence (i.e. equivalence applicable
at any level of depth) between expressions of type T that
satisfies the following rules:
1) E[e] 'T ((fun (x) E[x]) e) if x ∈
/ FV(e, E).
2) ((fun (x) e) e) 'T (f e) where (def f (x) e).
The following theorem states that self-stabilising expressions can be refactored according to congruence 'T
without losing the self-stabilisation character, a property
that will be used in next section to state self-stabilisation
of building blocks.
Theorem 2 (Refactoring of self-stabilisation) If e 'T
e0 , then e is self-stabilising iff e0 is self-stabilising.
Proof (sketch): It can be shown: (if e e0 e00 ) 'T
(mux e e0 e00 ): this is because if is just a mux on
a virtual topology enacting restriction of the two regions

where branches execute. Since if is the only construct
with no call-by-value semantics, and it is 'T -equivalent to
a construct with call-by-value semantics, hence the calculus
is 'T -equivalent to a version with call-by-value semantics,
in which the semantics of a function call (user-defined or
anonymous) is exactly that of substituting its body after
proper substitution of formal arguments with actual ones.
V. E XAMPLES OF B UILDING B LOCK O PERATORS
We now present an example of “building block”
operators—in particular three highly reusable space and
time operators from [5]—and show that they are members
of the self-stabilising calculus based on the theorems provided in the previous section.
A. G: Spreading Information Across Space
We begin with operator G, which spreads information
across space, potentially further organising and computing
as it proceeds. This operator is a generalisation covering
two of the most commonly used self-stabilising distributed
algorithms—distance estimation (also often called “gradient”) and broadcast—as well as a number of other applications, such as forecasting along paths. We define the G
operator with the following field calculus expression:
(def G (source initial metric accumulate)
(2nd // Return the reduction, discarding the computed distance
(rep distance-value
(tuple infinity initial) // Initial value
(mux source
(tuple 0 initial)// Source is distance zero, initial value
(min-hood+ // Minimize lexicographically over non-self nbrs
(tuple
(+ (1st (nbr distance-value)) (metric))
(accumulate (2nd (nbr distance-value)))))))))

where min-hood+ takes the minimum of all neighbors’
values (excluding the device itself), mux multiplexes between its second and third inputs, returning the second if
the first is true and the third otherwise; and tuple creates a
tuple of values, accessed by 1st and 2nd. The G operator
may be thought of as executing two tasks, coupled together
by the tuple distance-value in the rep expression.
The first is computation of a field of shortest-path distances
from a source region (indicated as a Boolean field) via
the triangle inequality, where distance is computed by the
supplied function metric. The second is accumulating
values along the gradient of the distance field away from
the source, using a function accumulate of one argument, the current accumulated value, beginning with initial
value initial. The G operator can be configured to
provide many different useful services: estimating distance,
maximum-likelihood path probabilities, broadcasting values, forecasting obstacles, creating Voronoi partitions, etc.
For instance, distance to source can be estimated as:
(def distance-to (source)
(G source 0 nbr-range (fun (x) (+ x (nbr-range)))

Operator G can be proved self-stabilising when applied
to a metric yielding positive values on neighbours. It

follows the third rep pattern in Figure 4, where functions
π, π 0 , and π 00 are defined as follows:
(def pi (x source initial)
(mux source (tuple 0 initial) (min-hood+ x)))
(def pi’ (x metric accumulate)
(tuple (+ (1st x) (metric)) (accumulate (2nd x))))
(def pi’’ (x) x)

B. C: Collecting Information From Across Space
The C operator is complementary to the G operator:
whereas G spreads information away from the source, C
accumulates information to the source. In order to maximize orthogonality with G, C assumes it is supplied with
a potential field directing the accumulation of information.
It may thus be defined:
(def C (potential accumulate local null)
(rep v local
(accumulate local
(accumulate-hood accumulate
(mux (= (nbr (find-parent potential)) (uid))
(nbr v)
null)))))

where uid returns a unique identifier for each device,
accumulate-hood uses the function in its first argument
to combine values from the field in its second argument,
and the find-parent function is defined as:
(def find-parent (potential)
(mux (< (1st (min-hood (nbr potential))) potential)
(2nd (min-hood (nbr (tuple potential (uid)))))
NaN))

Here potential is the potential field up which the values
of local should be accumulated, combining values with
accumulate, which must be a commutative and associative function of two arguments. In order to avoid multiplycounting devices (for those accumulations that are not
idempotent), some neighbors are ignored, and their values
replaced by a null that must not affect the accumulated
value.
Combining with G (or G-derived functions), we can
obtain a general “summary” operator that aggregates the
values of a region to a sink and then spreads it throughout
space, or similarly an “averaging” operator, or one that
computes an integral or champions minimum or maximum
value. For instance, the following function summarises the
value of local into a sink device:
(def summarize (sink local)
(C (distance-to sink) + local 0))

Operator C can be proved self-stabilising following
the second rep pattern in Figure 4: find-parent by
construction yields an acyclic topological relation, and the
following function is a filtering one:
(def pi (x y accumulate null)
(accumulate local (accumulate-hood accumulate
(mux (= x (uid)) y null))))

C. T: Summarising Information Across Time
As C and G are for space, the T operator is for time.
Since time is one-dimensional, however, there is no distinction between spreading and collecting, and thus there
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Fig. 5. Examples comparing of convergence dynamics for distance estimation via G, CRF-Gradient, and Flex-Gradient: (a) with small perturbations,
G produces the best estimates, but (b) Flex-Gradient has much more stable values. (c) With large perturbations, CRF-Gradient is both fast and accurate;
Flex-Gradient is nearly as fast, but allows distortions to remain, and G is likely to converge slowly due to the rising value problem.

is only need for a single operator. We define the T operator
as:
(def T (initial zero decay)
(rep v initial (min initial (max zero (decay v)))))

where decay is a function strictly decreasing the value of
its input. This operator may thus be understood as a flexible
count-down toward zero, where the rate of the count-down
may change over time. Example applications of T include
timers, time-limited memories, and so on. Operator T is
self-stabilising as it trivially adheres to the first rep pattern
as of Figure 4, when decay is a decreasing function.
VI. I MPROVING DYNAMICS BY S UBSTITUTION
The self-stabilising subset of field calculus identified in
Section IV is valuable, in that it provides strong guarantees of composable resilience in distributed systems. With
respect to pragmatic applications development, however,
there are two critical shortcomings that need to be addressed: due to their generality, building blocks do not
provide particularly good dynamic performance at any
particular task; and many coordination mechanisms with
better performance exist. Some of these are also known to
self-stabilise, but may be difficult or impossible to express
in the self-stabilising calculus.
We can short-circuit these issues with a notion of “substitutable functions” that extends the properties of selfstabilising calculus to a much broader class of coordination
mechanisms. In particular, we consider two self-stabilising
functions to be “substitutable” if the results that they
eventually converge to are always identical, given the same
inputs. More formally:
Definition 1 (Substitutable Function) Given functions
λ, λ0 with same type, λ is substitutable for λ0 iff for
any self-stabilising list of expressions e, (λ e) always
self-stabilises to the same value as (λ0 e).
In essence, since self-stabilisation says nothing about
what happens before the function converges, then as long
as the converged values are the same, we can freely swap
functions without affecting any properties based on selfstabilisation. A “correct” building block with undesirable
dynamical properties can thus be replaced by a more

specialised coordination mechanism that improves overall
performance without impairing resilience.
Pragmatically, what this means is that we can extend
the composability guarantees of the self-stabilising calculus
to any coordination mechanism whose result is equivalent
to some application of “building block” operators, per
Figure 2. The remainder of this section illustrates this
approach by presenting substitutable alternatives for G, C,
and T, each of which is less general but offers superior
performance in those cases where it can be applied.
A. G vs. CRF-Gradient and Flex-Gradient
As noted above in Section V-A, one of the most common operations covered by the G operator is estimating
distance to a source region. The proposed implementation
of distance-to, however, produces rather sub-optimal
convergence dynamics, and since distance estimation is
such a common operation, it has been the subject of
significant prior study. In particular, the G implementation of distance estimation is subject to the “rising value
problem” studied in [26], which can cause extremely slow
convergence when any devices are close to one another.
Two good substitutable alternative algorithms are CRFGradient [26] and Flex-Gradient [27], both of which have
already been proven to self-stabilise to the same values as G
configured to estimate distance. Their field calculus code
(not reported for the sake of space) is equivalent to the
Proto code given in [26], [27].
CRF-Gradient adjusts very quickly to changes in the
network, at the cost of having a large minimum change size,
so that even minuscule changes can make many devices’
values rise before returning to their correct values. It is
good for situations where it is important to get a correct
value as quickly as possible. Flex-Gradient, on the other
hand, prioritises smooth changes, at the cost of allowing
small distortions in distance that are only slowly removed.
It is good for situations where it is important for values to
change smoothly and minor imprecision can be tolerated.
Figure 5 illustrates the differences of dynamics with two
simulated examples. Both simulate all three algorithms in
parallel2 on 100 devices in a 200x20 meter space with
2 All simulations of Flex-Gradient in this paper use parameters  = 0.3,
f = 10, δ = 0.2; see [27] for explanation.
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Fig. 6. A multi-path variant of summation for C improves dynamical
stability for small perturbations, but can amplify problems with large
perturbations.

Fig. 7. When used to track a value, T is highly subject to noise; an
exponential filter is a substitutable alternative that provides an adjustable
trade-off between smoothness and time lag, as illustrated here with noisy
square and sine waves.

20-meter unit disc communication and 1 second rounds.
Error is computed as the difference between true distance to
source and the current estimate. In the “small perturbation”
simulation, a single source device performs a 2D random
walk with steps drawn uniformly from range [−0.1, 0.1]
in each dimension. With constant small perturbations, G
has the least error, but Flex-Gradient has much more stable
values—in 83% of computational rounds not a single device
changes its value. In the “large perturbation” simulation,
every 200 seconds the source switches between two devices, one at [−100, 0] the other at [100, 0]. With infrequent
large perturbations, CRF-Gradient is both fast and accurate,
while Flex-Gradient allows distortion to persist and G can
be badly slowed by the rising value problem.
B. C vs. Multi-Path Summation/Combination
The value collection implemented by C is fragile, since
C collects values over a spanning tree; even small perturbations can cause loss or duplication of values with
major transient impact on its result. When the accumulation
operation for C is either idempotent (e.g., logical and, or)
or separable (e.g., summation), this can be mitigated by
using all paths down the potential function rather than just
one. For example, implemented for summation this is:
(def C-multisum (potential local)
(rep v initial
(+ initial
(sum-hood (mux (>= potential (nbr potential)) 0
(nbr (/ v
(sum-hood (< (nbr potential) potential)))))))))

A similar pattern, substituting appropriate functions, can
implement any other idempotent or separable function.

Such functions are substitutable for C when the potential
function has a single global minimum, and are expected to
provide improved performance whenever there are likely to
be many paths, at least some of which are stable.
Figure 6 illustrates the differences of dynamics with two
simulated examples. Both algorithms are simulated in parallel devices in a 200x20 meter space with 20-meter unit disc
communication and 1 second rounds. Potential is computed
using Flex-Gradient to a single source, and the local value is
a sequential identifier for each device, numbering 0 to n−1.
The “small perturbation” simulation has 100 devices and
the source device performs a 2D random walk with steps
drawn uniformly from range [−0.1, 0.1] in each dimension.
In this case, multi-path improves performance significantly.
The “large perturbation” simulation, on the other hand,
shows how multi-path can actually degrade performance
when there is too much volatility: here 200 devices wander
between random waypoints at 0.01 meters/second, which
produces enough volatility to sometimes disrupt multi-path
summation worse than C.
C. T vs. Exponential Filter
Finally, let us consider the common task of low-pass
filtering a signal in order to smooth out noise. A common
simple method for this is an exponential filter, which can
be implemented:
(def exponential-filter (x alpha)
(rep v x (+ (* x alpha) (* v (- 1 alpha)))))

This is substitutable with T used to track a value:
(def T-filter (signal) (T signal signal 0))
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Fig. 8. Example crowd opinion feedback (a) and evacuation alert (b)
applications are incrementally improved from their baseline performance
(red) by first replacing T with an exponential filter (green), then C with
multi-path summation or logical “or” (blue), and finally G with FlexGradient (black).

Where this configuration of T passes all noise, however,
an exponential filter trades off smoothness with response
rate. Figure 7 illustrates this by comparing the response
of T with that of an exponential filters with two different
values of alpha. In particular, we simulate the response
for unit square and sine wave of period 20 seconds with
the addition of sparse noise U [−1, 1]11 sampled every 0.1
seconds. T passes all noise; α = 0.1 tracks with a small
delay but passes some noise, while α = 0.02 smooths away
virtually all noise at the cost of a significant delay.
VII. A PPLICATION EXAMPLES
We now illustrate how substitutable functions can be
applied to rapidly engineer and optimise resilient distributed
applications, using two examples, live feedback on opinions
from a crowd and evacuation alerts. The building blocks,
plus field calculus’ construct if and built-in operators,
are sufficient to create both applications, hiding lower-level
constructs rep and nbr “under the hood” as advocated
in [5].
In the first example, the collective opinions of crowd
members at a large festival are estimated by tracking how
many are indicating (e.g., via an app on a smart device)
a positive opinion of the act they are currently closest to.
This application is first implemented using G to set up a
potential field partitioning space into zones of influence for

Figure 8(a) shows how this application’s performance can
then be incrementally improved by first replacing T with an
exponential filter, then C with multi-path summation, and
finally G with Flex-Gradient. In particular, we show results
from simulating all four variants in parallel on a network
of 400 devices with 20-meter unit disc communication, in
a 200x40 meter space, with stationary acts at [−80, 0] and
[80, 0], and all other devices wandering between random
waypoints at 0.3 meters/second. Devices have a fixed
opinion of each act, 30% positive for the left act and 60%
positive for the right act, and report their opinion of the
act they are currently closest to. Error is computed as the
sum of the absolute differences between true and estimated
opinion count. In this case, substituting T produces a large
improvement, C a somewhat smaller improvement, and G
mostly a minor incremental improvement.
The second example is dissemination of an evacuation
alert from a controlled zone, plus computation of recommended paths for evacuation, coordinated via a designated
device. This is first implemented using T to track whether
any device in the zone is currently alerted (using G to create
a potential field to the coordinator and C to perform a
logical “or”), then using G to broadcast that value from
the coordinator throughout the zone and again to compute
paths to the non-alerted areas outside of the zone:
(def evacuation-alert (zone coordinator alert)
(G (not
(if zone
(G coordinator
(T-filter
(C (G coordinator 0 nbr-range add-range)
or alert false)
nbr-range identity))
false))
0 nbr-range add-range))

Figure 8(b) shows how this application’s performance
can then be incrementally improved by first replacing T
with an exponential filter, then C with multi-path logical
“or,” and finally both distance-measure Gs (but not the
broadcast G) with Flex-Gradient. In particular, we show
results from simulating all four variants in parallel on a
network of 200 devices with 15-meter unit disc communication, in a 200x20 meter space, with a stationary coordinator
at [−50, 0] and all other devices wandering between random
waypoints at 0.1 meters/second. The “zone” is all devices
in the left half of the space, and the emergency alert is
perceived by any device within 3 meters of [−25, 5] starting
at 250 seconds and lasting until 750 seconds. Error is
computed as the fraction of devices that are provided with
evacuation routes that will not make rapid progress out
of the zone, computed as those where the dot product
of the ideal direction and the direction to the neighbor

with lowest potential is less than 0.5. In this case, each
substitution makes a significant improvement in the quality
of the evacuation information provided.
VIII. C ONTRIBUTIONS
We have identified a large class of self-stabilising distributed algorithms, including a set of general “building
block” operators that conceptually simplify the specification
of programs within this class. Further, we have introduced
a notion of substitutable algorithms that allow dynamical performance to be optimised by replacing building
block operators with other coordination mechanisms that
converge to the same values, illustrating this process via
simulation and application examples.
An important future direction for improvement is to
obtain a more systematic characterisation for the dynamic
trade-space, in order to enable a more systematic approach
to optimisation via mechanism substitution. In addition
to making human engineering easier, this may also enable automated substitution optimisation, both during the
engineering process and dynamically at run-time. Other
important directions for improvement are expansion of
the library of building blocks (including to non-spatial
systems), identification of more substitution relationships
between building blocks and high-performance resilient coordination mechanisms, and development and deployment
of applications based on this approach.
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